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preface

This fascicule deals with attic red-figure and bilingual drinking-cups and fragments from 
the last third of the 6th century bc to the end of the 5th century bc in the state hermitage 
museum in st. petersburg. items are generally arranged in chronological order and accord-
ing to workshops and painters. The volume consists mainly of objects from archaeological 
excavations at ancient pantikapaion (modern kerch; largely finds on the slopes of mount 
mithridates made during the season 1867-68, in the ‘pepelishche’ district – its name mean-
ing ‘site of fire’), the archaic necropolis of Olbia and the fortified settlement of Olbia (mostly 
items excavated at the start of the 20th century), a milesian colony near the island of berezan 
(on the right bank of the dnieper-bug estuary), at nymphaion (geroevka, near modern 
kerch, materials found in different years throughout the 20th century) and on the island of 
berezan, situated in the estuary of the rivers dnieper (ancient borysthenes) and bug (ancient 
hypanis), which was the site of one of the earliest greek settlements in the northern black 
sea area. There are also several vases from the museum’s core collection, mostly acquired from 
collectors or dealers in the 19th and first half of the 20th century. 
This volume publishes just over a hundred cups and fragments (the number is approximate 
since some fragments may come from one and the same vase). some have been published by 
different scholars in articles and expedition reports, the earliest featuring (without images) 
in a museum catalogue of vases by ludolf stephani (1869) and (with outline drawings or 
photos) in OAK, the reports of the imperial archaeological commission (published be-
tween 1859 and the October revolution of 1917). some cups in this volume have been dated 
and attributed in earlier publications, in catalogues or periodicals, but in certain instances 
different scholars have attributed the same item to different vase-painters. i include (where 
possible) the numbers of vases according to the beazley archive pottery database, since this 
is a universally accessible and highly valuable source of data.
i would like to express my gratitude to fellow keepers at the hermitage museum: to Yulia 
ilyina, keeper of the Olbian archeological collection, dr. dmitry chistov, keeper of the pan-
tikapaion archaeological collection, Olga sokolova, keeper of the nymphaion archaeological 
collection, alexander butyagin, keeper of the myrmekion archaeological collection, and dr 
sergey solovyov, keeper of the berezan archaeological collection, all of whom kindly allowed 
me to work freely with the items in their care, generously providing me with all necessary 
data relevant to the artefacts in this volume. as usual, other colleagues at the hermitage have 
been unstinting in their professional support: ludmila shadricheva and evgenia nachinkina 
of the library, anna pozdnyak, Olga shuvalova, tatyana shlykova and kristina lavinskaya 
of the scientific restoration and conservation department, and of course my colleagues 
in the department of classical antiquities, especially dr anastasia bukina, who read the 
first draft and gave me valuable advice. my thanks go to catherine phillips, who once again 
translated the text into english, and to dr. kleopatra kathariou, dr. adrienne lezzi-hafter 
and dr. robert guy, whom i consulted during work on this volume. 
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The Vladimir potanin foundation provided financial support for my work in the libraries of 
dai in rome and berlin and translation costs of the finished volume were covered by a grant 
from the hermitage foundation uk. 
Without the support of my parents evgeny and svetlana and my sister inna, in this as in 
all my undertakings, this volume would not have been possible. my father died during its 
preparation and i much regret that i was unable to show him the finished book.

anna petrakova
st. petersburg, 2015
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interior: reserved line along the edge; black-figure me-
dallion. border: dilute black line. tondo: partially pre-
served figure in a dress with long sleeves and trouser-legs 
(scythian or amazon?) running to right in profile in al-
most knielauf run: only lower part of legs (feet, parts of 
left and right shin, part of right kneecap), elbow with part 
of right arm and battle-axe preserved. added red: dots 
on sleeve and trousers. incisions: small ovals and double 
strokes on sleeve and trousers for pattern, triple line for 
lower edge of trouser-legs, edge of sleeve (two horizontal 
lines with vertical strokes between); fine-drawn contours 
of all toes of right foot; contour of talus bone on left foot. 

exterior, a: red-figure naked woman in cap (hetaera?) 
walking to right in profile between large stylised reserved 

plate 1

1-2; pls. 2, 1-4; 3, 1-2; fig. 1. fragment of an eye-
cup, bilingual; fragment of bowl (slightly less than half) 
with one handle (b/a) and partially preserved floor with 
medallion. inv. Og.19 (Ol.18204). found at Olbia, 1968 
(field number O.68/5572, excavations by e. levi); trans-
ferred in 1987 from lOia (act no. 546, 31.07.1987). h. 
pres. 6.8 cm; diam. of medallion 13.2 cm; diam. of eye 5.5 
cm. est. diam. 32 cm (with handles 40.6 cm). assembled 
from pieces, missing parts made of plaster and tinted to 
match glaze or clay (large loss in middle of floor tinted or-
ange inside and black outside; large loss around the handle 
tinted black inside and orange outside); scratches. 

bilingual cups

The following standard features apply unless otherwise 
noted: 
all cups are of orange attic clay with lustrous black glaze 
for the painting; the interior is solid black, apart from the 
medallion (if present); the top of the rim is black; the ex-
terior of the foot is solid black, except for the edge; the 
underside of the foot (standing surface) and the interior of 
the stem are reserved; the exteriors of the handles are black. 
side a is the side turned towards the viewer when the 

figures of the medallion are seen upright. 
On a cup without a medallion or with a medallion lack-
ing figures, the best preserved side is referred to as a. 
handle a/b is the right handle, as seen from side a; han-
dle b/a is the right handle, as seen from side b. 
non-adjoining fragments of the same cup (or maybe 
from different cups, but marked by the same inventory 
number) are designated by small letters in brackets. 
painting on the outside is described from left to right. 

Fig. 1. Inv. OG. 19.
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eyes with three oculus rings (black, added white, black) 
and added red centre; large upright handle-palmettes to 
the sides (almost full left palmette with reserved heart, 
but only tips of eight petals of right palmette preserved). 
legs slightly bent, left set forward with foot on ground-
line, right set back resting on tiptoes, under the heel – 
larmier of left eye; arms bent at waist level with palms 
up and krotala set vertically clenched in each hand. hair 
is solid black with a row of thick black strokes for the 
fringe and along entire lower border of hair. reserved 
cap decorated with solid black spots. fine black relief line 
for eyebrow, entire contour of eye and iris (with dot for 
pupil of eye), for contour of ear and earring (circle with 
dot inside), for inner contour of right shoulder and en-
tire contour of right arm, for contours of fingers on both 
hands, for contour of right thigh, for entire contour of 
band along lower part of cap, for all inner contours of 
krotala, for contours of stylised eyes and eyebrows, for 
lines between petals, for triple arc between petals and 
heart of left palmette. added red: two stripes for tassel on 
cap. added white (worn in places): middle oculus ring. 
incisions: compass-drawn circles for contours of oculus 
rings, dot from compass-leg. poorly visible traces of pre-
liminary drawing.

exterior, b: partially preserved right upright handle-
palmette – one volute-shaped tendril, small part of heart, 
three full and eight partially preserved petals.

Oltos (k.s. gorbunova).
ca. 520 bc.
attributed to Oltos by gorbunova in an article pub-

lished two years after the cup was found, before it entered 
the hermitage museum (gorbunova 1970, 573-574, 
pl. 12.1-3). cohen included it among ‘early bilingual 
eye-cups: standard ii’ and set it in ‘Oltos’ earliest activity 
in the workshop of the potter hischylos’ (cohen 1978, 
337, 341), calling the hermitage cup ‘the link between 
louvre f 126 (Ibid., 337-341, pl. 71.1-3) and the earliest 
of Oltos’ fully mature models’ (Ibid., 341), like leipzig t 
3371 (Ibid., 343-346, pl. 73.1) and louvre f 127 (Ibid., 
343-346, pl. 73.2-3). 

both the woman’s pose and her location between the 
eyes (as if there is not enough space for her) are typical of 
early examples of red-figure vase-painting. for palmettes 
and eyes on exterior and for black-figure running figure 
in eastern dress with axe in hand in a medallion cf. for 
closest analogy bilingual cup louvre f 126 (cVa Lou-
vre 10, pls. 1.5-8, 2.1; cohen 1978, pl. 71.1-3; BAPD 
200279), attributed to Oltos by beazley (ARV ², 43 no. 
72); cohen calls the archer in medallion of this cup ‘a 
twin’ of the hermitage one (cohen 1978, 341). cf. also 
for eyes and palmettes cup leipzig t 3371 (cVa Leipzig, 
Antikenmuseum der Universität 3, taf. 2.1-7; cohen 
1978, pl. 73.1; BAPD 200282) attributed to Oltos by 
beazley (ARV ², 55 no. 16, 43 no. 75) and cup Vatican 
498 (cohen 1978, pl. 79.3, 80.1-2; BAPD 200281) at-
tributed to Oltos by beazley (ARV ², 43 no. 74; 55 no. 
15). cf. for woman between eyes a cup formerly castle 
ashby 63 (cVa Castle Ashby, pl. 32.1-4; cohen 1978, 
pl. 82.1-2; BAPD 200284) attributed to Oltos by beazley 
(ARV ², 44 no. 77, 55 no. 18). cf. also female face on cup 
fragment louvre s 1396 (cVa Louvre 19, pls. 24.1-4, 
25.1-4; BAPD 200343) attributed to Oltos by beazley 
(ARV ², 46 no. 135, 57 no. 37).

bibl.: gorbunova 1970, 573-574, pl. 12.1-3; cohen 1978, 341-342 
(b 45), pl. lxxii.1-3; l.V. kopeykina, Raspisnaya keramika arkhaicheskogo 
vremeni iz antichnykh poseleniy nizhnego Pobuzh’ya i Podneprov’ya kak istoch-
nik dlya izucheniya torgovykh i kul’turnykh svyazey [painted ceramics of the 
archaic period from ancient settlements along the lower bug and dnieper 
as a source for the study of trading and cultural contacts], in Arkheo-
logicheskiy sbornik Gosudarstvennogo Ermitazha [archaeological anthology of 
the state hermitage museum] 27, 1986, 40-41, pl. Vii.23; Greeks on the 
Black Sea 2007, 96-97, pl. 17a-b, cat. 17; BAPD 4478 (no picture). 
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plate 2

1-4. fragment of an eye-cup, bilingual. inv. 
Og.19.

plate 3

1-2. fragment of an eye-cup, bilingual. inv. Og.19.

red-figure cups

plate 4

1; 5, 1; 6, 3. fragment of a cup; fragment of floor 
with part of medallion. inv. Ol.18181. found at Olbia, 
1927 (excavations of b.V. pharmakovsky?); acquired in 
1936. max. d. 5.5 x 9.5 cm. small chips and scratches, 
especially on the part covered with coral-red glaze.

interior: partially preserved medallion and coral-red 
glaze on the surrounding surface. border: reserved line 
between coral-red and black background of tondo. ton-
do: right foot to left in profile and part of long dress with 
five horizontal folds along the edge. 

from the foot to left along the curve of the tondo 
border are letters ‘λεαγρ’ written upside down and in 
reverse: 

fine black relief line for entire contour of foot, two 
toes, nail on big toe, two strokes for toe-joints on lower 
part of big toe, contour of ankle bone (arc inside lancet 
arch upside down), for horizontal folds of dress, for small 
cross on dress in the right upper corner. added red: let-
ters. Visible traces of preliminary drawing.

exterior: black.
The pioneer group: euphronios (a. peredolskaya).
515-500 bc.
attributed by peredolskaya, who noted that the same 

coral-red is applied to cup monaco 8704 (J 337, 2620) 
attributed to euphronios by name (Capolavori di Euphro-
nios 1990, cat. 40; ARV ², 17 no. 14); she also compared 
the drawing on the hermitage fragment with feet and 
folds on krater louvre g 103 (Capolavori di Euphroni-
os 1990, cat. 8). in a later publication (peredolskaya 
1967, 26) she compared the technique with that on cup 
munich 2620 (J 337) that bears the name of euphronios 
(b. cohen, ed., The Colors of Clay, Special Techniques in 
Athenian Vases, los angeles, 2006, 48-49, fig. 4.6; BAPD 
200080); we should also note that the drawing of the let-
ters ‘λεαγρ’ on munich 2620 is very similar to that on 
the hermitage fragment. beazley agreed with the attribu-
tion to euphronios without additional comment (ARV², 
17 no. 20). for letters, feet and folds cf. also amphora 
louvre g 30 (Capolavori di Euphronios 1990, cat. 24). 
as regards the coral-red, it is not clear whether it was a 
broad band around the medallion or whether it covered 
the entire inner surface of the cup save the medallion. 
peredolskaya suggested the letters formed part of the in-
scription ‘λεαγρ [ος καλος] (peredolskaya 1957, 11), 
which often appears on athenian black- and red-figure 
vases of the last quarter of the 5th century bc and on vases 
attributed to euphronios.

bibl.: peredolskaya 1957, 10-11, pl. 111; peredolskaya 1967, 26 
(mentioned); ARV ², 17 no. 20; Capolavori di Euphronios 1990, 178-179, 
cat. 39; Euphronios peintre 1990, 195, cat. 45; e. goemann, Euphronios 
Der Maler, exh. cat., staatliche museen zu berlin – preussischer kulturbe-
sitz. antikensammlung; mailand, 1991, 211, cat. 45; Greeks on the Black 
Sea 2007, 98, pl. 18, cat. 18; BAPD 200083 (with picture). 
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2; 5, 1; 6, 1; fig. 2. fragments of an eye-cup; two 
fragments from opposite sides of the bowl. inv. Og.16 
(Ol.18201). found at Olbia, 1956 (field number 
O/56.1680), transferred in 1987 from lOia (act 547, 
31.07.1987). max. d.: a) 22.3 x 5.8 cm, b) 12.7 x 5.4 cm; 
diam. of eye 4.4 cm. est.d. 30.5 cm. both assembled from 
pieces; missing part of a) made of untinted plaster (upper 
part of the left stylised eye). 

interior: black except for reserved stripe at the edge.
exterior: 
a) fragment of an upright palmette (seven and a half 

petals) and a partially preserved naked youth walking to 
right in profile between partially preserved large stylised 
reserved eyes with three oculus rings (black, added white, 
black) and added red centre (left upper part and inner 
corner of left eye missing, only upper half of right eye 
preserved). The youth’s slightly bent arms are stretched 
forward, left arm up with palm opened outwards, right 
arm down, palm opened up and standing upon it a profile 
depiction of a kylix with high offset lip; legs slightly bent, 
left leg forward, lower part of legs (beneath knees) missing. 
hair is solid black, separated from background by reserved 
stripe; row of thick black strokes along lower contour of 
hair for locks and fringe. fine black relief line for eyebrow, 
stroke between lips, entire contour of eye and iris (pupil of 
eye marked with a solid black dot) of youth, for contours 
of right shoulder and armpit, for stroke between chest and 
left arm, for contours of both arms and left thigh, for line 
along the back, for stroke between forefinger and middle 
finger on both hands, for lower contour of youth’s belly, 
for contour of stem, foot and lower contour of bowl of the 
kylix in the youth’s hand, for contours of stylised eyes, lines 
between petals in palmette. slightly dilute brownish line 
for stroke inside the youth’s ear and earlobe, for contour of 
genitals and for pubic hair. added red (very bright): vine-
wreath on the youth’s head. added white (worn in places): 
middle oculus ring. incisions: compass-drawn circles for 
contours of oculus rings, dot from compass-leg. no visible 
traces of preliminary drawing.

b) fragment of large stylised eye and upright palmette 
(eleven petals and tiny parts of two more, part of stalk) of 
the same type as on a); was obviously located near handle 
b/a of the opposite side of the bowl (part of reserved 
space over the handle preserved). 

early red-figure cup-painter (J.d. beazley).
Oltos or in his manner (k.s. gorbunova).
ca. 520 bc.
gorbunova attributed the fragments to ‘Oltos or in 

his manner’ and noted that the whole composition recalls 
many cups attributed to epiktetos, despite the different 
drawing style (gorbunova 1964, 178). beazley placed 
the fragment among his additions to chapter 3 of ARV², 
i.e. – early red-figure cup-painters, class i of standard eye 
cups, not known whether bilingual or red-figure (Para, 
325 no. 144bis), not connected with the name of a spe-
cific painter. for palmettes and eyes cf. cup altenburg 
224 (cVa Altenburg, Staatliches Lindenau-Museum 2, 
taf. 65.1-4, 67.3; paul 1992, 43, no. 17; BAPD 200283) 
attributed to Oltos by beazley (ARV², 44 no. 76, 55 no. 
17). for youth, eyes and palmettes cf. cup Vatican ast 
46 (cohen 1978, pl. 83.1-2; BAPD 200285) attributed 
to Oltos by beazley (ARV², 44 no. 78, 55 no. 19). cf. 
also youth on basel lu 33 (cohen 1978, pl. 81.1-2; 
BAPD 200286) attributed to Oltos by beazley (ARV², 44 
no. 79, 55 no. 20).

bibl.: gorbunova 1964, fig. 1.2; Para, 325 no. 144bis; BAPD 352413 
(no picture).

plate 5

1. fragments of an eye-cup. inv. Og.16.

2; 6, 2; fig. 3. fragment of an eye-cup; fragment 
of bowl. inv. Og.12 (Ol.18197). found at Olbia, 1956 
(field number O/56.1608), transferred in 1987 from 
lOia (act 547, 31.07.1987). max. d.  20.4 x 11.5 cm; 
diam. of eye 5.9 cm. est. diam. 23 cm. assembled from 
pieces, small parts missing; chips. 

interior: reserved stripe along the rim.
exterior: preserved (with exception of tips of some 

petals) upright palmette with stalk and reserved heart (lo-
cated near the handle b/a), large stylised eye with three 
oculus rings (black, reserved, black) and added red centre, 
reserved nose, tiny part (inner corner) of the other eye. 

Fig. 2. Inv. OG 16.
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incisions: compass-drawn circles for contours of oculus 
rings, dot from the compass-leg. fine black relief line for 
contours of stylised eye and eyebrows, lines between pet-
als of palmette, triple arc between petals and heart of pal-
mette. no visible traces of preliminary drawing.

early red-figure cup-painter (J.d. beazley).
cf. Oltos and epiktetos (k.s. gorbunova).
ca. 520-510 bc.
gorbunova compared the fragment with cups attrib-

uted to Oltos and epiktetos and dated it 520-515 bc, 
noting that the lack of human figures excludes the attri-
bution to either of them (gorbunova 1964, 176). bea-
zley included the fragment among his additions to chap-
ter 3 of ARV ², i.e. – early red-figure cup-painters, class 
i of standard eye cups, not known whether bilingual or 
red-figure, placing it among ‘late-hearts’ (Para, 325 no. 
122bis). for palmettes, eyes and nose cf. cup altenburg 
224 (cVa Altenburg, Staatliches Lindenau-Museum 2, 
taf. 65.1-4, 67.3; paul 1992, 43 no. 17; BAPD 200283) 
attributed to Oltos by beazley (ARV ², 44 no. 76, 55 no. 
17); cf. also palmettes on louvre f 126 (cVa Louvre 
10, pls. 1.5-8, 2.1; BAPD 200279) attributed to Oltos 
by beazley (ARV ², 43 no. 72). palmette and eye look al-
most identical to those depicted on basel lu 33 (cohen 
1978, pl. 81.1-2; BAPD 200286) attributed to Oltos by 
beazley (ARV ², 44 no. 79, 55 no. 20) and former castle 
ashby 63 (cVa Castle Ashby, pl. 32.1-4; cohen 1978, 
pl. 82.1-2; BAPD 200284) attributed to Oltos by beaz-
ley (ARV ², 44 no. 77, 55 no. 18). cf. also for palmette 
hermitage Og.19 (pl. 1-3 in this volume). gorbunova 
also compared the nose and eye with those on louvre 
cp 10458 (cVa Louvre 10, pl. 8.2-5; paleothodoros 
2004, pl. 6, fig. 3-4; BAPD 200266) attributed to epik-
tetos by beazley (ARV ², 43 no. 6, 71 no. 11). The cup 
was probably bilingual (such compositions on the outer 
surface of cups are often typical of Oltos’ bilingual cups). 
cf. also bilingual fragment Olbia, national reserve 95-

157 (lejpunskaja 2010, pl. 84 no. b-173), with a nose 
between eyes on the outer surface.

bibl.: gorbunova 1964, fig. 1.1; Para, 325 no. 122bis; BAPD 352410 
(no picture).

plate 6

1. fragments of an eye-cup. inv. Og.16.

2. fragments of an eye-cup. inv. Og.12.

3. fragment of cup. inv. Ol. 18181.

4; 7, 1-3. fragment of a cup; fragment of floor with 
medallion. inv. Og.13 (Ol.18198). found at Olbia, 
1956 (field number O/56.1619), transferred in 1987 
from lOia (act 547, 31.07.1987). max. d. 13.2 x 14.3 
cm; d. of medallion 12 cm. assembled from pieces, one 
piece in the middle (where the foot was attached) miss-
ing; scratches. 

interior: partially preserved medallion. border: re-
served line. tondo: naked youth with drapery around 
the waist walking (running?) to right in profile, head 
and legs in profile, chest in frontal view, upper part of 
head and belly with part of hips missing. left slightly 
bent arm with oinochoe in profile stretched forward and 
down, right arm with wineskin bent and set backward 
with elbow up and fist at waist level; legs bent, left one 
set forward. above the right arm and above the oinochoe 
letters:

Fig. 3. Inv. OG.12.

fine black relief line for lower contour of eye, stroke 
on nose, contours inside and outside the ear, contours of 
drapery and folds, lines between fingers and toes, lower 
contour of chest, contours of wineskin and oinochoe in 
places where they border with the youth’s flesh. Thin di-
lute brown-orange lines for muscles of the belly, neck, 
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contours of collarbones, on the ribs; dots in dilute brown 
set in a circle for nipples. hair is solid black, separated 
from background by reserved incised line; row of black 
spots along lower contour of hair for locks. added red 
(very pale): wreath on head (stripe with dots above and 
below set in pairs), letters. no visible traces of prelimi-
nary drawing.

exterior: plain.
near the bowdoin-eye painter (J.d. beazley).
epiktetos (k. gorbunova).
520-510 bc.
identified as near the bowdoin-eye painter by beazley 

(ARV ², 168 no. 3) and attributed to epiktetos by gor-
bunova, although the latter also noted the resemblance 
of some features (such as the treatment of hair) with 
drawings attributed to the bowdoin-eye painter (gor-
bunova 1964, 179). for drawing of head, chest and legs 
cf. Orvieto 2581 (cVa Orvieto, Museo Civico Claudio 
Faina 1, pls. 1.1-2, 2.1-2; BAPD 200307) attributed to 
epiktetos by signature. for head, hair, nipples in dilute 
glaze, drawing of legs and arms and folds cf. louvre g 
8 (cVa Louvre 10, pl. 8.6; paleothodoros 2004, pl. 
6, figs. 1-2; BAPD 200327) attributed to epiktetos by 
signature. cf. for the drawing of chin, nose, ear and hair 
the youth on louvre cp 10458 (cVa Louvre 10, pl. 8.2-
5; BAPD 200266) attributed  to epiktetos by beazley 
(ARV ², 43 no. 6). for drawing of folds and oinochoe 
cf. metropolitan museum 1978.11.21 (paleothodoros 
2004, pl. 9, fig. 6; BAPD 200498) attributed to epiktetos 
by signature. for subject in medallion (running naked 

youth with cloak and wine vessel such as oinochoe, wine-
skin, skythos  or krater) cf. Washington, national muse-
um of natural history 136380 (paleothodoros 2004, 
pl. 34, fig. 1; BAPD 200599) attributed to epiktetos by 
beazley (ARV ², 76 no. 72) and metropolitan museum 
1978.11.21 mentioned above. 

bibl.: ARV ², 168 no. 3 (near the bowdoin-eye painter); gorbunova 
1964, fig. 1.3 (epiktetos); BAPD 201541 (no picture).

plate 7

1-3. fragment of a cup. inv. Og.13.

plate 8

1, 2; 9, 1-3; fig. 4. cup, type c. inv. b.475 (berezan 
fund). found on berezan island, 1904, transferred from 
the imperial archaeological commission in 1906. d. 
19.2 cm; d. with handles 25.8 cm; h. 7.8 cm; d. of base 
7.6 cm. assembled from pieces, missing parts made of 
plaster and tinted black, joins uneven, many deep round 
chips inside, including on medallion; handles worn.

exterior: plain; stem is black except for reserved stripes 
beneath and above the fillet on the stem; foot outside is 
black except for edge of base; foot inside is black except 
for standing surface; bottom of the cup is decorated: in 

Fig.4. Inv. B.475.
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centre of reserved surface a black dot with two concentric 
circles (one small in dilute brown, one slightly larger in 
solid black) around it. 

interior: medallion. border: reserved stripe. tondo: 
naked woman (hetaira?) moving to right (dancing?) with 
woman’s cap on her head and artificial phalloi in her 
hands, legs and head in profile, body – in ¾ view. she bal-
ances on her bent left leg, her bent right leg set forward and 
slightly raised above the washing-bowl, standing on the 
‘floor’ (right foot and right part of the bowl on the floor 
are missing); body bent forward, both arms slightly bent, 
left set forward and down, wrist beneath the right knee 
and partially overlapped by it, right arm set backward, fist 
at waist level, the phalloi in the fists with their tips almost 
touching the woman’s genitals. to left of the head (start-
ing above the right elbow) is part of an inscription: 

to right of the head is another part of the inscription, 
broken off because of the missing parts of the medallion:

apparently – hiparhOs ka [lOs]. all letters in 
added red. head of the woman covered with a woman’s 
cap, only part of the hair above the forehead and right 
temple uncovered. a round earring in the right ear. fine 
black relief line for folds on cap, outer and inner contours 
of ear, contour of earring, stroke for eyebrow, contour of 
eye, stroke for mouth, contour of chin and part of neck 
below, contours of each breast, entire contour of right 
leg, vertical stroke beneath left knee, lines separating 
hands from phalloi, three folds between head and stem 
of phallus (on both), lower contour of left foot, lines be-
tween lip and body of the washing bowl, contours of ring 
between the body and three feet of the bowl. hair is solid 
black with the locks on the lower part drawn with a row 
of short vertical strokes. Thin dilute brown-orange lines 
for contours of nipples and aureolae. some clearly visible 
traces of preliminary drawing.

epiktetos (J.d. beazley).
520-510 bc.
cf. almost identical head and cap of woman in me-

dallion of london e 38 (ARV ², 72 no. 16; Para,  328; 
paleothodoros 2004, pl. 43, figs. 1-3; BAPD 200460) 
and in medallion of Villa giulia 57912 (57684) (ARV ², 
1584 no. 4; Add ², 82; paleothodoros 2004, pl. 20, figs. 
1-3; BAPD 200468), both attributed to epiktetos by sig-
nature. cf. almost identical profile and breasts of a wom-
an on cup fragment heidelberg universität 16 (kraiker 
1931, pl. 3; paleothodoros 2004, pl. 21, fig. 3; BAPD 
200491) atttributed to epiktetos by beazley (ARV ², 74 
no. 47). cf. also female face, drawing of ear with earring 
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and contours of breasts on fragment louvre g 6 (cVa 
Louvre 10, pl. 10.2-9; ARV ², 72 no. 21; BAPD 200327), 
attributed to epiktetos by signature and dated ca. 520 
bc. cf. also less carefully drawn woman in medallion 
of princeton 33.41 (paleothodoros 2004, pl. 29, figs. 
1-3; BAPD 200483), attributed to epiktetos by beazley 
(ARV ², 74 no. 39, 80 no. 12). for pose cf. minotaur in 
medallion of athens nm 2.68 (paleothodoros 2004, 
pl. 35, fig.1; BAPD 200589) attributed to epiktetos by 
beazley (ARV², 75 no. 62; Para,  83; Add ², 168). cf. also 
woman in medallion of athens, agora museum p 24131 
dated ca. 510 bc (ARV ², 76 no. 80, 1584 no. 12; Ago-
ra xxx, pl. 146 no. 1554) and attributed to epiktetos 
(paleothodoros 2004, pl. 21, fig. 1; BAPD 200608) 
– similar pose and bowl standing on the ‘floor’, but she 
has boots rather than phalloi in her hands; notably the 
agora cup also has the same ‘hiparchOs kalOs’ in-
scription. for inscription cf. also: Washington, national 
museum of natural history 136380 (schwarz 1996, pl. 
57, no. 43; paleothodoros 2004, pl. 34, fig. 1; BAPD 
200599) attributed to epiktetos by beazley (ARV ², 1584 
no. 11, 76 no. 72) and copenhagen 119 (cVa Copenha-
gen, National Museum 3, pl. 139.2a-b; paleothodoros 
2004, pl. 22, fig. 1; BAPD 200586) attributed to epikte-
tos by klein (ARV ², 75 no. 59, 1584 no. 8, 1623). 

beazley described the subject as a ‘naked woman us-
ing olisboi’ and called it also ‘μιληστάζονσα’ (ARV², 75 
no. 60). ilyina gave it as ‘hetaira with phalloi squatted 
near a kylix’ (ilyina 2000, 145), although to this author 
the vessel before the woman looks like a washing-bowl. 
kilmer called it a ‘podaniptêr’ (kilmer 1993, 146,  
r132*). he identified the subject as ‘naked woman 
with two dildos’ (kilmer 1993, 28 note 46) and inter-
preted it as ‘female masturbation in the context of bath’ 
with the note: ‘in r132*, a cup by epiktetos in len-
ingrad, a woman, wearing only the sakkos head-dress, 
crouches astride a podaniptêr which has short legs. she 
holds a large dildo in each hand, apparently one intend-
ed for her vagina and one for her anus. We have already 
seen the association of olive oil with anal penetration 
and with the bath; here the two would appear to be 
combined. no oil is shown; but the podaniptêr, since 
it brings washing to mind, naturally brings along the 
oil needed for anointing afterwards; it is also there for 
the dildo’ (kilmer 1993, 93); ‘the phalloi (with scro-
tum, retracted foreskin and eyeless glans) are pointed 
one at her vulva and one at her anus, both close to their 
goals… in my view, the subject is more likely to repre-

sent male fantasy than actual female practice. r132*, by 
adding a podaniptêr, puts the scene into the category of 
daily life, a baths scene’ (kilmer 1993, 100). reisen-
berg dates the cup 510-500 bc and defines the subject 
as the ‘erotic dance of a hetaera with artificial phalloi’ 
(reisenberg 1989, 97 fig. 43), describing it further as a 
‘hetaira waving two similar leather phalloi, with which 
she apparently hints at double penetration from both 
back and front’ (reisenberg 1989, 98). peschel also 
suggests that one ‘baubon’ is intended for the vagina 
and the other for the anus, but also notes that ‘The man-
ner in which the hetaera deals with them makes clear 
that this is some kind of demonstration in the nature 
of a dance’ (peschel 1987, 85, fig. 20). keuls calls it 
‘hetaera with two dildos and a basin’ (keuls 1985, 83, 
fig. 73), stating that the woman ‘uses two of them, she 
is moistening one of them in a basin’ (keuls 1985, 82). 

bibl.: g. Vorberg, Ars erotica veterum, stuttgart, 1926, pl. 21; ARV ², 
75 no. 60, 1584 no. 9; J. boardman, Athenian Red Figure Vases: the Ar-
chaic Period, Oxford, 1975, fig. 71; Add, 83; keuls 1985, 82-83, fig. 73; 
peschel 1987, pl. 20; reinsberg 1989, 97, figs. 43, 98; Add ², 168; e.d. 
reeder et al., Pandora, Women in Classical Greece, baltimore, 1995, 103, 
fig. 2; kilmer 1993, r132*; ilyina 2000, 145-146, pl. 1 on p. 145, pl. 
2 on p. 146; paleothodoros 2004, pl. 21, fig. 2; c. sanchez, Kunst 
und Erotik in der Antike, berlin, 2013, 102, fig. 39; BAPD 200587 (with 
picture).

plate 9

1-3. cup, type c. inv. b.475.

plate 10

1. fragment of a cup; fragment of floor with me-
dallion. inv. Og.10 (Ol.18195). found at Olbia, 1958 
(field number O/58.494, number O/58.49 given by 
gorbunova in error), transferred in 1987 from lOia (act 
547, 31.07.1987). max. d. 3.2 x 2.8 cm. 

interior: medallion. border: reserved stripe. tondo: 
partially preserved head of a youth to right in profile with 
slightly opened mouth (front part of the head with fore-
head, nose, inner corner of the right eye missing), part 
of neck and back. hair is solid black, separated from the 
background by a reserved stripe; row of black round spots 
applied along upper and lower contours of hair for locks. 




